
320 Remote -control fun just got hotter.

Change gears by remote control!

[0272Annihilator tackles all types of
terrains-shift gears instantly by remote
Rugged looks with high ground clearance mobility-ideal for all types of missions.
Speeds up to 1120 feet per minute in high gear. Put it in low gear to rush the slopes.
Change gears (hi/lo) by remote control. A green or red LED lights up to indicate the
gear. Turbo function. Spring suspension. 17" long. 27/49MHz. Requires 9.6V pack and
9V battery. 60-4234 79.99

ECM Surger keeps 'em in check
Private Hicks took this hi -tech racer without security
clearance. Machine zips up to 1080 feet per minute.
Differential gear helps turn sharp corners. Turbo
speed boost. Smooth spring suspension. High/low
speed switch. Climb up to 30° angles. 7 -function re-
mote. 151/8" long. 27/49MHz. Requires 9V battery
and 8 "AA" batteries. 60-4229 49.99

=Firestorm truck
custom lowrider
Floor it and this bad custom show truck speeds up to
930 feet per minute. Turbo power gives it that extra
kick. A stylish ride with gold -trimmed wheels, motor
and bumpers. Spring suspension. 7 -function remote.
16" long. 27/49MHz. Requires 9.6V pack and 9V
battery. 60-4231 59.99

Drive a Rage-twin trucks haul on and off road
Four-wheel drive and super -size wheels help these monster trucks storm the land.
Use low gear for more torque power to bounce over rugged ground. On the road, use
high gear to speed up to 540 feet per minute. Gold -colored, reflective windows and
chrome -style hubs add some flash. For a wheel alignment, simply adjust a knob under
truck. 131,3" long. 27/49MHz. 9.6V battery pack and 9V battery.
Metallic Red 60-4207, Metallic Silver 60-4242 Each 49.99

ILTZ Porsche 911 GT replica
Based on the prototype for the Porsche 911 GT series-
a real land rocket for sure! Push the envelope on the
racetrack with this replica, at a top speed of 1200 feet per
minute. Kick in turbo for a blast of speed on the straight-
aways. Low chassis, rear spoiler and racing -style tires for
road -hugging excitement. Spring suspension for a smooth,
easy ride. 16" long. 27/49MHz. 7 -function remote. Re-
quires 9.6V pack and 9V battery. 60-4230 49.99

Dual -hull catamaran skims across the water at racing
speed and leaves competition in its spray. Comes in two
frequencies-27MHz and 49MHz-so you can race a
friend's boat. If any water gets in hull, the Stinger pumps it
out as it cruises. Working rudder and spinning propel er. Full
function-forward, left/right turn, reverse and stop. 177/8"
long. Requires 9.6V pack and 9V battery.
60-4196 69.99

EMI MegaFlash road buggy
Powers down the road at speeds up to 1020 feet per
minute. Features high/low gears and spring suspen-
sion. When it's time to run, turbo boost helps you
speed up in a flash. Climbs up 33° slopes. Super -grip
tires help tear into the dirt. 7 -function remote. 18"
long. 27/49MHz. Requires 9.6V pack and 9V battery.
60-4232 59.99

CM Agitator stirs it up
The competition won't know what hit them. Heavy-
duty 4 -wheel drive and rugged spring suspension
give this BIG machine a smooth ride. Switch in high
gear to speed up to 780 feet per minute. Climbs 34°.
18" long. 27/49MHz. Requires 7.2V pack and 2 9V
batteries. 60-4236 79.99
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